Detail at Scale.
Logistics and
Solutions for Medical
Devices & Supplies
Rising costs, falling reimbursement rates and
reduced margins are making it more challenging
than ever for medical device companies to
efficiently get their products to the reps, providers,
distributors and patients who need them.

Imagine if you could
optimize your supply
chain to help:

Simplify
International
Expansion
Enhance
the Patient
Experience

Protect Your
Products
Make Outbound
Shipping More
Efficient

Increase
Visibility

UPS is here to help you deliver on these demands
with optimized products, processes, innovative
technology tools and flexible delivery options.
From cost management to product protection,
UPS helps medical device and supply companies
deliver around the globe.

Make Outbound Shipping More Efficient

Support Visibility and Regulatory Compliance

We can help you optimize your inventory through more

UPS offers technology solutions including Quantum View®,

efficient shipping and logistics. You’ll also gain a better

UPS My Choice® for business and WorldShip® to:

understanding of end to end costs—all with the reliability
of a global logistics leader.

• Enhance visibility, tracking and monitoring
• Help improve customer service and satisfaction

• Mode Optimization: Boost transportation efficiency
using ground, air and international packaging services,
whether you need it the next day, the next week, early
in the morning or at the end of day

• Have proof of delivery information at your fingertips

• Increase Dock Efficiencies: UPS’s one driver advantage
means you have one driver for air, international and
ground packages which means fewer trucks at your
dock

Enhance the Patient Experience

• Flexibility: Truckload and less-than-truckload freight
options for standard and urgent delivery
• Mitigate Risk: A variety of insurance and packaging
options

95% of the
world’s populations
lives outside of the U.S.,
which means expanding
internationally is a huge
opportunity.

We Can
Help You:

UPS services and technology can improve the patient
experience, while helping to streamline returns using:
• UPS My Choice®: Featuring “follow my delivery” for
eligible shipments which empowers patients to take
control of their delivery
• Day Before Delivery Notifications: Reduces
unexpected deliveries

Simplify International Expansion
UPS understands international shipping, including customs
rules and regulations. And with more than 2,000 daily
flights to over 200 countries and territories, time-definite
delivery options, up-to-the minute tracking, and expertise
in customs clearance, UPS helps make international
shipping easier.

Navigate complex regulatory and customs
clearance processes
Gain cross-border shipment transparency around
entry, delivery, tracking and billing using UPS’s
Quantum View® and Flex® Global View tools
Identify export opportunities that fit with your
products and provide marketing support to help
you get started

Ready to find out more? Reach out to your UPS account executive, or visit ups.com/healthcare
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